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Abstract 
Chai, Y.D., A topological characterization of compact n-manifolds with C*-boundary in R”, 
Topology and its Applications 43 (1992) 83-89. 
Compact n-manifolds with Cz-boundary in Euclidean n-space are characterized by means of the 
topological behavior of their intersections with regular balls. Morse theory is used in the proof. 
Kejswords: p*-convex, focal point, principal normal curvatures, index. 
AMS (MOS’) Subj. Class: 52A30, 52A22, 53C20 
1. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to study the topological behavior of intersections of 
compact n-manifolds with C2-boundary and regular balls. 
S. Ulam has conjectured the following property: Every closed (n - l)-surface S”-’ 
in an n-dimensional Euclidean space R” (n > 2) whose intersection with any linear 
subspace R nm’ is a closed Snm2, is convex. Schreier has given a proof of this hypothesis 
for 3-dimensional space in [8] and Aumann has proved a modified version of the 
conjecture in [l]: A necessary and sufjicient condition that a compact point set K in 
R” be convex is the existence of an integer q, 0 < q < n, such that the intersection 
Rq n K of K with every linear subspace R” 1 Rq (R4 n K # 0) is point-like. Also Fary 
gives a theorem in [3] characterizing the compact convex point sets by means of 
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the topological behavior of their intersections with linear subspaces in the following 
form: A compact point set K in R” is convex if every (n - l)-flat L intersects K in an 
(n -2)~connected set L n K. 
In this paper we give a general theorem characterizing compact n-manifolds in 
R” in terms of the topological behavior of their intersections with regular balls. In 
what follows, we are only concerned with reduced homology groups with integer 
coefficients. 
The following definition is essential for the present paper. 
Definition. An n-manifold M with C*-boundary 8M in R” is called p*-convex if 
each point on aM has at most p negative principal normal curvatures with respect 
to the inward normal vector and homology groups Hi(M) of M of dimension i 
greater than p - 1 vanish. 
It should be pointed out that there has been similar concepts to p*-convexity 
studied in both real and complex geometry (see [4,9, 111). Note that 0*-convexity 
is identical with convexity and s*-convexity implies t*-convexity if s is less than 
or equal to t. 
Our main result is the following theorem: 
Theorem 1. A compact n-manifold W with C2-boundary in R” is p*-convex if and 
only zffor almost all x in R”, H,( d,l wml[O, r’]) = 0 for all i, i 2 p, where d, is a distance 
function from a jixed x in R”. 
Theorem 1 generalizes Chern-Lashof’s theorem [lo] which characterizes convex 
sets in R” because the fact that for almost all x in R” homology groups of the set 
d,I,mI[O, r*] in th e d’ lmension greater than 0 vanish, characterizes compact convex 
sets. Also it should be mentioned that our characterization has applications to getting 
geometric inequalities for 1*-convex sets in [2,7]. 
2. Intersection property of p*-compact sets 
This section is devoted to list lemmas proved in [2] and to study a topological 
structure of the intersection of p*-convex set and regular balls in almost all positions 
in R”. 
Now we proceed with some definitions. The tangent space of a C*-manifold M 
at a point p will be denoted by TM,. If g : M -+ N is a C*-function with g(p) = q, 
then the induced linear map of tangent spaces will be denoted by g, : TM, + TM,. 
If f is a C2-real valued function on a manifold M and the induced map f, : TM,, + 
TMf(Pj is zero, then the point p is called critical point off and f( p) is called critical 
value off: Let (x, , . . . , x,) be a local coordinate system in a neighborhod of p. A 
critical point p off is called nondegenerate if the Hessian matrix [(a*f/dx;ax,)( p)] 
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is nonsingular and the index of the critical point is defined to be the index of the 
Hessian matrix. 
For a fixed point a in R”, the distance function d, on a k-dimensional manifold 
M in R” is defined by 
(1) d,(x(u,, . . , uk))= Ilx(u,, . . . , uk)-a112, where (u,, . . . , uk) is a local coor- 
dinate system on M. It is well known that for almost all a, the function d, is a 
Morse function, that is, the function d, has only nondegenerated critical points for 
almost all a in R”. From (l), we have: 
(2) ado/au, = 2*ax/du; (x-a). Thus d, has a critical point q if and only if vector 
q-a is normal to M at q. So if W is an n-manifold with C2-boundary a W in R” 
and q is a critical point of a distance function d&w defined on a W from a point 
a in R” different from q, then the outward normal vector at q to W is either pointing 
towards the origin a or escaping from the origin a. The following Lemmas 2 and 
3 show that the only critical points of a distance function whose outward normal 
vectors are pointing towards the origin of the distance function play the role to 
decide topological behavior of the distance function near the critical points. 
Lemma 2. If W is an n-manifold with C2-boundary a W in R”, the distance function 
d&w deJined on d W from a point a in R” is a Morse function and r, is a positive 
critical value of d,I,w such that all the critical points in the level r, are the critical 
points whose outward normal vectors are escapingfrom the origin a and (d, l,w))‘[ r, r,) 
contains no critical points, then H,(d,lwl[O, r,]) = H,((d,l,))‘[O, r]) for all i, i>O. 
Proof. See [2]. 0 
Lemma 3. Let Wbe a compact n-manifold with C2-boundary a Win R” and Hi( W) = 0 
for all i, i 2 p. Let d be a distance function such that dl,w is a Morse function. If 
Hi(dP’[O, ri]) # 0 for some r,> 0, and for some i sp and then if we set r, = 
inf{r 1 H,(d-‘[O, r’])=O for all izp andfor all r > rO}, then r: is a critical value of 
dl,, and H,(d-‘[O, r:])=O for all i, isp. 
Proof. See [2]. 0 
Now we generalize the definition of p*-convexity in the following: 
Definition 4. An n-manifold W with C2-boundary a W in R” is called p*( t)-convex 
if each point on d W has at most p principal normal curvatures less than - l/t (with 
respect to the inward normal vector) and homology groups H,( W) of W of dimension 
i greater than p - 1 vanish. 
Note that the definition of p*(co)-convexity is equivalent of that of p*-convexity. 
Now let us prove Theorem 1 in a more general situation. 
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Theorem 5. Let W be a compact n-manifold with C2-boundary a W in R”. Then W is 
p*( t)-convex only iffor almost all x in R”, H,(d,l,+~l[O, r’]) = 0 for all i, i >p, and 
for all r less than (t - diameter of W). 
Proof. To show the sufficiency let A be the set of all focal points of 8 W in R”. 
Then it is an easy result of Sard theory that A has measure zero. Now suppose that 
there is a point x0 in A such that Hi,(dx,lwml[O, rt]) # 0 for some integer i0 greater 
than p - 1, and for some r,, less than (t -diameter of W). Then the distance function 
d,&, is a Morse function. If we set r, = inf{r 1 Hi( d,,l w-l[O, r’]) = 0 for all i > p and 
for all r 2 r,,}, then rl is less than (r,+diameter of W). By Lemma 3, r: is a critical 
value of dx,,ldW and Hi(dX,lw-l[0,r:])=Oforalli3p.Letp,,p2 ,..., pk,pktI ,..., pm 
be the critical points in d,,l,,- l{r:} such that p, , p2, . . , pk are critical points whose 
outward normal vectors are pointing towards x0 and pk+l, . . . , pm are critical points 
whose outward normal vectors are escaping from x0. The existence of the critical 
points p1,p2,... , pk is guaranteed by Lemma 2. Now let us construct a new 
n-manifold W* with C2-boundary a W* on which d_Y,ll,w* is a Morse function and 
&,,I, w*m l[r: - 8, rf] contains no critical points for all sufficiently small 8. Let 
u k+l,..., U, be the sufficiently small disjoint neighborhoods of the critical points 
Pktl, . . . , pm in 8 W, respectively. Then we will construct W” from W by perturbing 
W in those neighborhoods in the outward normal directions. Assume that x0 is the 
origin of R” and define W* as follows: 
W*= Wv{y~R”~y=x+t~e;Ai(x)~~,x~~W,O~t~l,maxei+O}, 
11x11 
where the C2-map Ai defined on 8 W has been chosen to have support in U, and 
equals 1 on some neighborhood Vi of pi contained in U, and si > 0 is constant on 
Ui. Then W* is an n-manifold with C2-boundary a W* and then the distance 
function dxoldW* is a C2-function defined by d&,*(y) = dx,,ldW(x) + ef .AT(x) + 
2 * ei* hi(x). [dX,ldw(x)]“2. Since dX,ldw is a Morse function, d&w* is also a Morse 
function. Also critical points pl, p2, . . . , pk are nondegenerated critical points since 
&law* = d&w around the points. Since by the construction of W*, set dxoldW*-l[O, r:] 
is a deformation retraction of d,,l,,m 1[0, r:] for each nonnegative real number 
r, r,=inf{r(H,(d.+l,*m 1[0, r’]) = 0 for all i >p and for all r 2 rO}. This implies that 
for some integer i greater than p - 1 and for all sufficiently small positive real number 
e, 6 (&,)I we- 1[0, r:--e])#O. 
On the other hand, the set dX,la w*m 1[0, r:] has the homotopy type of dxl,ldW*-l[O, r: - 
E] with cells e”(‘), . . . , eAck) attached, where A(i) is the dimension of the cell which 
corresponds to the critical point pi. The critical points are critical points whose 
outward normal vectors are escaping from x0 and those are the only critical points 
of dx,,ldW*E in the leve! r: where 7 is the closure of the complement of W*. Since 
Hi(dX,l,sm 1[0, r:- F]) = 1T,(d,,(,~~1[0, r:]) f or all sufficiently small positive num- 
ber E and for all i, ia 0 by Lemma 2, using the Mayer-Vietoris exact homology 
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sequence, we have the following relations: 
(a) H,(d,,l,,*~l[O, r:-~])~~,(d,,l~*-l[O, r:-e])OHi(dX,lEF~~[O, 4-e]) 
and 
Hi(dxoldW*m $0, r:+&])= H&f,,,l w*-$0, T:+F]) 
oH,(d,"~w*c-~[o, rfte]) for all i, i30. 
Now consider the following exact homology sequence with the sufficiently small 
positive number F such that H,(d,,,l w*~l [0, r: - E]) # 0 for some i, i 2 p: 
(b) . . . + Hi+*(dx~~ldW*~‘[o~ 6 + El, &ola~*40, 4-&I)+ ffi(4&~*~~[0, 4 -El) 
+ H,(d,J,,*~~[O, r:+ &I)+. . . . 
Since H,(d,,lF-1[0, r:- E]) = H,(d,,l~~1[0, rf+ E]), H,(d,,l,*~1[0, r:- E]) # 0 
and Hi (dx,\ w*m 1[0, rf + E]) = 0, the ker of h is nontrivial. Exactness of homology 
sequence (b) shows that the image offis nontrivial, that is, H,+,(d,,l,,*~1[0, r: - F] u 
e A\(l) U’ . ‘we *lk), d,l,,*-1[0, r:- F]) # 0 for some 1, 12 p. This implies that at least 
oneofthe{~(j)Ij=l,..., k} is If 1 for some Z, Z?p. Therefore we have a critical 
point 4 of ~J~w with index greater than 1, 1~ p, and on which the outward normal 
vector is pointing towards x0. The Morse index theorem [6] for the distance function 
tells that there are I+ 1 principal normal curvatures K~, , . . . , K~,+~ such that G-t ~i,‘6 = 
t,(&-q’)+ij ,..., qt+K;;, v’=t,+,(x’,,-cj)+ij where O<t ,,..., t,+,<l and v’ is the 
unit inward normal vector at the point q. So 
1 1 1 1 
KiI=--<---<- <--,..., 
4 II rl r,, + diameter of W t 
1 1 1 1 
Kir+, = --<_--__ <--. 
tl+lrl rl r,+ diameter of W t 
Therefore we have a point q at which at least p + 1 principal normal curvatures 
which are less than -l/t. This contradicts that W is a p*(t)-convex set in R”. 0 
Here we should note that the converse of Theorem 5 is not true. Consider a solid 
torus W={(x,y, Z)E R31(&?&-2)2+z2 < 1). Then the diameter of W is 6 and 
for t = 6.5, ~,(d,l wml[O, r’]) = 0 for all i, i > 1, for all r, rs$ and for all x in R3. But 
W is not a 1*(6.5)-convex set. 
Now we prove a weaker version of the converse of Theorem 5. 
Theorem 6. If W is a compact n-manifold with C2-boundary a Win R” and for almost 
allx in R”, H,(d,l,~l[O, r’])=O for all i, ia p and for all nonnegative real number r, 
then W is a p*-convex set in R”. 
Proof. Suppose that q is a point in a W at which at least p + 1 principal normal 
curvatures K,(q) ,..., Kp+,(q) are negative. Let us find a point q0 near q and a0 on 
the positive side of the normal line passing through q0 so that the line segment qOaO 
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contains all the focal points of (a W, qo) which correspond negative principal normal 
curvatures am,. . . , Kp+,(qO) . m i s m rtor. Let U be a normal neighborhood of t . te 
W around q within distance e such that all the points in U n a W have negative 
values in the principal normal curvature functions K,, . . . , K~+, . So if u is a point 
in U, then there exist a point w(u) in d W and a real number s such that u = 
w(u) + s. v’( w( u)) where v’( w(u)) is the unit outward normal vector at w(u). Define 
a function f, on U by f;(x) = x + f. v’( w(x)) for a real number t. Then it is easy to 
check that the Jacobian matrix off, at q is nonsingular for all sufficiently large t. 
Assume that t is greater than max {l/ 11 K, I(, . . . , l/ 11 K~+, II} + F. By the inverse function 
theory, there exist diffeomorphic neighborhoods V of q contained in U and D of 
f(q). Let a, be a point in D which is not a focal point of a W and so a, = 
x,-t t. v’( w(xJ) for some x in V. This is possible since the set of all focal points of 
d W is measure zero and f is a diffeomorphism from V onto D. Let q,, = w(x,,). Then 
the line segment 90a, contains all the focal points of (a W, q,,) which correspond 
negative principal normal curvatures K,, . . , Kp+l in its interior. Then q. is a 
nondegenerate critical point of a Morse function do,ldW with index greater than 
p+l. Let rO’= llqO-a,ll. Now by Morse theory, we have Hi(d,Ol,,ml[O, ri+s], 
d,,,l, wm 1[0, Y;-- F]) # 0 for all sufficiently small E. But from (a), (b), Lemma 2 and 
the fact that Hk(da,13m1[0, ri+~])=H~(d,,l~-l[O, t-i--E]) for all k, ks0, we have 
either H,(d,,,l wml[O, ri- El) # ft(&,,l do, rt+ &I) or fL,(&,, do, ri- El) # 
Hj_,(duul,m~[O, rt+ ~1). So we have that one of H,(d,,,l wml[O, ri-&I) and 
H,(d,,,l,,,, 1[0, ri+ E]) for j = i and j = i - 1, is not zero. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 0 
Combining Theorems 5 and 6, we prove Theorem 1 
Note 1. Theorem 1 has an application to geometric inequality with the fact that for 
almost all x in R”, the Euler characteristic of the set d,l wml[O, r’] is greater than or 
equal to 1 for 1*-convex sets (see [2]). 
Note 2. I should like to thank referee for calling to my attention [5]. In that paper 
Itoh proves, among other things, that if W is a p*-convex set in my definition, then 
for all the points x in R” - W and any nonnegative number r, H,(d,l wml[O, r]) = 0 
for all i, i 2 p + 1. However, in Theorem 1 we have a stronger result in some sense 
that for almost all points x in any nonnegative number r, H,(d,l ,+-l[O, r]) = 0 for 
all i, i 2 p, than Itoh’s by taking a totally different method in using Morse theory. 
And we also give a necessary condition for the result at the same time. 
Finally, we thank Dr. Itoh for his paper. 
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